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An interactive system must be designed for usability. But usability is often described 
through a number of heuristics that are difficult to use directly in the design process. The 
paper discusses how the software engineer may design for good usability. The most impor
tant usability heuristics are related to measurable user interface and software properties 
which the developer can use in the design process. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The quality of an interactive computer system has several facets. The usual software 
engineering approach concentrates on specifying functional requirements and then con
structing a system that adheres to the requirements. An important trend is to use formal 
(mathematically based) notations for requirements, specifications, and implementations. 
This opens the road for formally proving certain properties of a specified and implemented 
system. First it is proved that a specification fulfills the requirements set up, and next 
it is proved that an implementation is functionally correct in the sense that it fulfills the 
functional requirements contained in the specification. 

For interactive systems quality stretches beyond the fulfillment of the functional re
quirements. The quality of the interaction itself is extremely important for the usability 
of a system. Much research is concentrated on the definition and measurement of quality 
of the interaction. A fundamental difficulty is that the interaction involves human beings, 
their actions, and their perception; this interaction contains aspects that are difficult or 
impossible to formalize. But in order to make valid comparisons of dialogues and to de
sign a dialogue to meet given quality requirements it is necessary to use exact methods. 
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We suggest to solve the problem of how to ensure usability already in the design process 
in three stages: 

1. Transform usability heuristics into user interface guidelines or properties. 

2. Apply the user interface guidelines and properties during the design process. 

3. Measure to what degree the system specification guarantees the properties desired. 

The paper discusses the first stage in some depth and addresses shortly the other two 
stages. 

J. Coutaz (1994) discusses the intersection between HCI and software engineering and 
the gap between methods used. It is mentioned that specifying an interactive system 
in some formal notation may open the way for usability testing before implementation. 
This paper looks at the problem of usability from a software engineering point of view 
and discusses what measures a software developer may take to ensure the usability of a 
dialogue design. 

The paper has grown out of discussions in the IFIP Working Group 2.7(13.4) on User 
Interface Engineering, and I gratefully acknowledge the contributions from the members 
of this group. Much of the material is elaborated in more detail in a forthcoming book 
(Gram and Cockton 1995) written by the Working Group. 

2 USABILITY HEURISTICS 

No general agreement exists on how to describe the most important factors contribut
ing to good usability, and in the literature different lists of usability factors may be found. 
Jakob Nielsen (1994) has compared and synthesised seven such proposals (Apple (1992), 
Nielsen (1993), Smith et al. (1982), Holcomb et al. (1989), Polson et al. (1990), Caroll et 
al. (1982), and Rohn (1993)). Based on a factor analysis of the usability heuristics from 
these proposals against a database of user interface problems found in usability testing, 
Nielsen finds a new set of nine groups which give the best explanatory coverage of the 
problems. These nine groups may therefore be considered the best way to explain a large 
number of usability problems found in practice. The groups are listed here with Nielsen's 
headings and described by short phrases taken from some of the proposals: 

Visibility of system status, described by statements like "keep user informed about 
what goes on", "provide status information", "feedback provided for all actions", 
"feedback timely and accurate", "indicate progress in task performance", "use direct 
manipulation: visible objects, visible results", "WYSIWYG: do not hide features". 

Match between system and real world, described as "speak the user's language", 
"metaphors from the real world", "learnable through natural, conceptual model", 
"encourage users to import pre-existing tasks". 

User control and freedom, described as "Undo and redo should be supported", "for
giveness: make actions reversible", "clearly marked exits", "ability to re-order or 
cancel tasks", "modelessness: allow users to do what they want", "user control: 
allow user to initiate/ control actions". 
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Consistency and standards, described as "express same thing same way", "uniform 
command syntax", "conform to platform interface conventions", "consistent key 
definitions throughout", "show similar info at same place on the screen". 

Error prevention, described as "system designed to prevent errors", "understand the 
user's language", "what slips are most likely?". 

Recognition rather than recall, described as "See-and-point instead of remember
and-type", "make the repertoire of available actions salient", "all user needs ac
cessible through the GUI", "minimize the user's memory load", "allow access to op
erations from other applications", "show icons and other visual indicators", "evoke 
goals in the user". 

Flexibility and efficiency in use, described as "shortcuts: accelerators to speed up 
dialogue", "user tailorability to speed up dialogue", "user interface should be cus
tomizable", "ability to re-order or cancel tasks", "physical interaction with system 
feels natural". 

Aesthetic and minimalist design, described as "things should look good", "keep graph
ic design simple", "do not introduce arbitrary images to represent concepts". 

Helping users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors, described as "undo 
and redo should be supported", "on-line help system available", "immediate problem 
and error notification". 

All these usability heuristics describe features of the dialogue as experienced by the 
users, and the heuristics have been formulated with the purpose of explaining usabil
ity problems found through user testing, heuristic evaluation or other prototype testing 
methods. They are then used as guidance for how to improve the dialogue of a system. 
But it may be very costly to implement such improvements because, say, to increase the 
possibilities for "user control and freedom" may mean a complete re-design not only of 
some part of the interface but also of the functional core of the system. 

Therefore it is of interest to translate the usability heuristics into properties which the 
software engineer can use as 'yardsticks' early in the design phase to increase the chance 
that the interactive system will satisfy the users and ful:fill usability heuristics as the 
above listed. If a certain usability heuristic is very important for the system in question 
the designer must make a design that has the corresponding properties. This will not 
guarantee that the system fulfills the usability heuristic, but if the properties were not 
present in the design, the :final system is almost certain not to ful:fill the heuristic. The 
set of properties introduced here is a subset of the properties introduced in Gram and 
Cockton (1995). 

Nielsen found that the :first seven heuristics were the most important. We shall consider 
each of these in tum and discuss how it is related to software and hardware properties 
that can influence the design process. The properties express different facets which the 
software engineer can take into consideration early in the design phase. Some of the 
properties are ezternal in the sense that they are perceivable, or at least may be inferred, 
by end-users; others are internal properties in the sense that they are only apparent to 
the software engineer and only indirectly perceivable by a user. 
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2.1 Visibility of system status 

To construct a system where the users find good visibility, the designer must think in 
terms of observability, insistence, and pace tolerance. These properties contribute to the 
visibility as follows: 

Observability or browsability: A system is observable (or browsable) if it makes all 
relevant information potentially available to the user. This does not mean that the 
system always presents all information, but it must have facilities for letting the 
user inspect all relevant information at any time. A difficulty for the designer is 
to decide what information is relevant to the user at any particular moment. It is 
therefore necessary to design the system with rather elaborate inspection facilities 
which may or may not be activated. 

Insistence: A system is insistent if the dialogue structure ensures that necessary infor
mation is perceived by the users. It can never be guaranteed that a user has actually 
perceived some information, but the system should ask for user acknowledgement 
of important or critical pieces of system information. 

Pace Tolerance: A pace tolerant system is a system designed with due consideration of 
real time aspects of the user-system dialogue. The system must 'behave properly' 
both when it is too fast and too slow to meet the user's expectations. The system 
should allow the user to control the pace of interaction; also, the system should keep 
the user informed about the progress of operations taking more than some seconds. 

2.2 Match between system and real world 

To ensure that users will find that a system matches the real world can only be done by 
letting users participate in the design. No design method or principle will guarantee that 
users of the final system find that it matches their 'real world'. But the software engineer 
should consider the properties honesty and predictability as guidance in the design process 
and strive to design the system to be as honest and predictable as possible: 

Honesty: A system is honest if the dialogue structure helps to ensure a match between 
the user's interpretation and the designer's intended interpretation of dialogue in
formation. That the user interprets the information correctly can only be validated 
through user testing, but the designer can ensure that the observable state is an in
formative and consistent representation of the relevant features of the system state. 

Predictability: A system is predictable if users can predict future system reactions from 
the current state and previous interactions. To increase the probability that users 
will find the system predictable the design must be deterministic in the sense that 
systems events are mapped deterministically to transitions of the observable state. 
The system must provide information about its state and about which actions the 
user can perform now. The information must be supplied in a reasonable complete, 
systematic, and consistent way. 
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2.3 User control and freedom 

To give the user the control of the interaction the interactive system must be flexible. This 
may be achieved if the system is designed to have properties like non-preemptiveness, 
reachability, representation multiplicity, customizability, and migratability: 

Non-preemptiveness: A non-preemptive system gives the user a freedom in the choice 
of the next interaction step, and it never enforces an unwanted or unexpected se
quence of interaction steps upon the user. 

Reachability: In a reachable system the user can reach any state, regardless of the 
current state. In the usual finite state machine model, or labeled transition system 
model, this means that the state transition graph is connected. Correspondingly, 
non-preemptiveness means that the transition graph is fully connected. This can 
never be achieved in an interactive system of any complexity, but the designer must 
decide to what extent reachability and non-preemptiveness are achievable. 

Representation multiplicity: This property means that the system offers alternative 
representations for input and/or output, e.g., both a graphic and a tabular presen
tation of some calculation, or both key and mouse input to perform some action. 

Customizability: In a customizable system form and contents of the dialogue may be 
changed 'on the fly'. Customization can be user-initiated (this is also called re
configurability) or system-initiated (also called adaptivity). Customizability is very 
difficult to add on to an existing system, and it needs careful consideration in the 
design phase. Reconfigurability is achieved by allowing users to define soft buttons, 
rename commands, define macros, or even re-program certain tasks. Adaptivity 
must be based on users behaviour; it requires that the system has the capacity to 
record information on users and their patterns of usage and utilize this information 
to automatically create new short-cuts in the dialogue. 

Migratability: A system is migratable if it allows transfer of task initiative and re
sponsibility from user to system or vice versa. This may be considered a special 
(simple) case of customizability, but it can add considerably to the users perception 
of freedom and being in control. 

2.4 Consistency and standards 

Users have good reasons to ask for consistency and standards, because human beings 
work more efficiently in a well-known 'consistent' environment than in an environment 
where related actions or events are presented in quite unrelated ways. The difficulty for 
a system designer is to know or guess what the users will perceive as consistent. Besides 
predictability (see section 2.2) the most important design principles here are: 

Use of standards: The designer must use available standards where possible. This in
cludes standards for layout and use of windows, keys, etc, but also standards for 
communication between several applications, database communication, etc. 
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User Interface Integratability: The interface of a new system must not be signifi
cantly different in use from existing systems. The interaction techniques used- e.g., 
menus and use of the mouse - must work in a manner which is intuitively the same 
as in systems already in use. It ensures backward compatibility, and it increases the 
ability of the new system to work correctly with the existing systems. 

2.5 Error prevention 

To make a system prevent errors as far as possible the system must be as 'understandable' 
as possible to the user. Some design properties that may increase the error prevention 
have already been introduced: Insistence, pace tolerance (section 2.1), honesty, and pre
dictability (section 2.2). Some further design properties which support error prevention 
are: 

Input/Output re-use: A system with 1/0 re-use allows usage of previous input or 
output as future input. This capacity evidently reduces the burden on the user and 
should be designed into a system where possible. 

Deviation tolerance: A system is deviation tolerant if it supports recovery. Recovery 
is a special form of reachability (see section 2.3); the user wants to get from an error 
state (an unwanted state) to a better, corrected state. Recovery can be implemented 
as backward recovery, where the system can 'back up' (or undo) to a previous state. 
Recovery may also be considered a forward strategy where the system supplies 
'escape routes' from anticipated unwanted states. 

2.6 Recognition rather than recall 
To minimize the load on the user's memory the system should be designed to possess a 
number of the already introduced properties: Observability (section 2.1) can supply the 
user with information needed; predictability (section 2.2) makes it easier for the user to 
know (or guess) what could be done next; representation multiplicity (section 2.3) supports 
the user's memory by displaying information from different angles. Finally input/output 
re-use (section 2.5) makes it easier for the user to move information around; a particular 
aspect of this is use of default values but default values must always be explicitly presented 
as an option to the user. 

2. 7 Flexibility and efficiency m use 

The seventh of Nielsen's headings covers a broad variety of usability features. In the design 
process it should be broken down into separate aspects, and several of the properties 
introduced above contribute to the flexibility and efficiency of an interactive system: 
Pace tolerance (section 2.1) gives the human user time to react; reachability (section 2.3) 
gives the user the ability to navigate; representation multiplicity (section 2.3) adds to 
the flexibility of the system; customizability and migratability (section 2.3) adds another 
dimension to flexible use of the system. Further properties to be considered by a designer 
are: 
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Device multiplicity: A system offers device multiplicity, if multiple input and output 
devices can be used for the dialogue. To the extent that relevant hardware is avail
able this gives support to the flexibility of the final system. 

Multithreading: In a multithreaded system the user can engage in several tasks simul
taneously (the system may or may not support the simultaneous execution of the 
tasks). 

Run-time efficiency: The most important measure of run-time efficiency is the response 
time of the system to user input. The designer must balance this against other 
features wanted under the constraints of the software architecture adopted and the 
underlying hardware and basic software. 

Evaluability: A system is called evaluable when it has built-in facilities for measuring 
various aspects of the performance of the system. Such facilities are usually not 
directly visible to the users, but they are important for tuning and adapting the 
system during its life-time; thus the measuring facilities are important for the long
time efficiency and flexibility of the system. 

Maintainability: A system is maintainable if (i) system installation and administration 
is easy, and (ii) detection and correction of errors is easy. Like evaluability, main
tainability is only indirectly visible to the users, but of great importance for the 
smooth running of a system. 

3 GROUPING OF PROPERTIES 

The design properties introduced above relate to different aspects of an interactive 
system. Some are related to the flexibility of the interaction, i.e., how users can do tasks 
in their own way, or in several ways; some are related to the robustness of the interaction, 
i.e., how users can be assured of progress, helped out of mistakes, and how they can avoid 
mistakes. The flexibility and robustness properties are called eztemal properties because 
they are perceivable by end-users. Some other properties introduced above are apparent 
to the software engineer, but not- or only very indirectly- to the users; these properties 
are called internal and are listed in a separate subsection after the two groups of external 
properties. 

Often one cannot say that a system has or does not have a certain property. Each 
property can be present to some degree in a system; it is not just a question of on/ off. Also, 
the properties are not completely independent or 'orthogonal'; design for one property 
may further or impede the achievement of another property. The designer, therefore, 
must carefully select the properties most wanted in any particular case. 

3.1 Flexibility properties 

The first group of external properties measure the flexibility of the interaction, i.e., the 
multiplicity of ways the user and the system exchange information. This covers much of 
what Nielsen calls "user control and freedom". The flexibility properties are: 
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Device multiplicity means that the system offers multiple input and output devices for 
communication. The property is strongly related to available hardware. 

Representation multiplicity means that the system offers alternative representations 
for input and/or output, e.g., both a graph and a table representation of some 
calculation. 

Input/Output re-use means that the system allows usage of previous input or output 
as future input or output. 

Multithreading means that users can engage in several tasks which may overlap in 
time. The system may further provide support for the simultaneously active tasks. 

Non-preemptiveness means that the system gives the user a freedom in choice of the 
next interaction step. The system does not enforce an unwanted or unexpected 
sequence of interaction steps upon the user. 

Reachability means that the system allows users to reach any system state, regardless 
of the current state. 

Customizability is the capacity of the system to let form and contents of the dialogue 
be changed 'on the fly'. Customization can be user-initiated (this is called reconfig
urability) or system-initiated (called adaptivity). 

Migratability means the capacity of the system to allow transfer of task initiative and 
responsibility (from user to system or vice versa). 

3.2 Robustness Properties 

The second group of external properties relate to the robustness of the interaction. The 
interactive system is called robust if it always gives the user a correct, understandable, 
and complete picture of task progress. It should minimize the risk of the user making 
mistakes, and it should have facilities for helping the user out of mistakes. This group of 
properties covers much of Nielsen's "visibility", "match between system and real world", 
and "error prevention". The robustness properties are: 

Observability. A system is observable if it makes all relevant information potentially 
available to the user. This does not mean that the system always presents all 
information, but it must have facilities for letting the user inspect all relevant in
formation. 

Insistence means that the dialogue structure ensures the necessary information is per
ceived by the users. 

Honesty means that the dialogue structure ensures that users correctly interpret per
ceived information. 

Predictability means that users can predict future system reactions from the current 
state and previous interactions. 
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Pace tolerance means that the system allows users to control the pace of interaction. 

Deviation tolerance means that the system supports users' correction of slips and er
rors. 

3.3 Internal Software Properties 

The third group of properties, called internal properties, are only apparent to the software 
engineer; it is a set of software and hardware properties which are highly relevant to the 
quality of the user interface and they cover the heuristics "consistency and standards" 
and "efficiency in use": 

Run-time efficiency: A system is run-time efficient if it uses an acceptably low fraction 
of computer system resources in relation to the functionality it provides. 

Evaluability: An interactive system is evaluable if it has sufficient built-in facilities for 
obtaining metrics for the detailed behaviour and performance as seen by the user. 

Maintainability: A system is called maintainable if (i) system installation and admin
istration is easy, and (ii) errors which could cause failures are easily detected and 
corrected. 

User interface integratability: This property addresses the fact that the typical user 
has several tasks to perform and use a number of interactive systems. User interface 
integratability means that a new interactive system (i) must not be significantly 
different in use from existing systems; (ii) must work correctly together with existing 
systems; (iii) must not change the behaviour of existing software perceptibly. 

4 PROPERTIES AND DESIGN 

An interactive system can - at some high level of abstraction - be considered as 
consisting of three main parts: (i) a functional core (FC) which is the application oriented 
part of the system implementing the domain-dependent features; (ii) an interaction part 
(I) which implements presentation of output and handling of user input; (iii) a dialogue 
control part (DC) which defines the high-level dialogue structure and mediates between 
the other two parts. When designing a new system the designer must focus on which 
properties 'belong to' each of the three main parts. 

Most of the flexibility properties are closely related to the dialogue structure and must 
be prioritized and dealt with when designing the dialogue control part. But the properties 
are relatively independent of how the functional core is designed. A few of the properties 
- especially device and representation multiplicity - are tied to the presentation of 1/0 
and can only be achieved by proper design of the interaction part. 

The robustness properties are more dependent on the semantics of the application 
and of user perception than on syntactical structure of the dialogue. This holds especially 
for observability, honesty, predictability, and deviation tolerance. The achievement of 
such properties puts demands on the design of both the FC and the DC parts, but the 
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properties are rather independent of how the interaction part is designed. The robustness 
properties insistence and pace tolerance, on the other hand, depend mostly on the design 
of the DC and the I parts. 

In Gram and Cockton (1995) the properties are discussed thoroughly in the perspective 
of how the architecture of interactive software in:O.uences the possibility of achieving the 
properties. 

5 MEASURING PROPERTIES 

The designer of an interactive system would like to be able to guarantee a high quality 
user interface. It may be achieved if quality properties are defined so precisely, that the 
degree of achievement can be measured on the specification of a system. This requires 
some formalization of the properties and of the specification. 

Formal specification methods have proved useful for reasoning about and verifying 
properties of many software systems. But for interactive systems the spectrum of inter
esting and useful properties is so wide that no single formal model seems well-suited for 
covering all properties. In the previous section we grouped the properties according to 
their significance for the interaction. Here we shall group them according to how different 
kinds of formal models may be used to describe and reason about the properties. 

Some of the properties are related to the possibilities of moving from state to state 
in the system. H we describe an interactive system as a deterministic state machine 
(or a labeled transition system), we can reason about obseroability, reachability, non
preemptiveness, and deviation tolerance, because all these properties are re:O.ected in the 
connectedness of the state transition graph. Insistence may be described as the opposite 
of non-preemptiveness and may also be defined in the language of state machines. 

Some properties relate in particular to the correct representation and the preservation 
of information: input/output re-use, honesty, and predictability. Such properties could be 
defined and discussed in the framework of an object- or agent-model that allows reasoning 
about abstraction and refinement of information. 

An important aspect of interaction :O.exibility is to allow multiple forms of data, com
mands, and dialogue structures. Relevant properties are device and representation mul
tiplicity, customization, and migratability, which could be defined and discussed in the 
framework of an object- or agent-model. 

Some properties include direct or indirect reference to real-time, e.g., multithreading 
and pace tolerance. Formal specification of these requires a language that includes con
currency and synchronization mechanisms as well as a way of specifying events in real 
time. 

Finally a number of the properties discussed belong to the realm of general software 
engineering and should be dealt with in the framework of the software development pro
cess. This is the case for all the properties in section 3.3, internal software properties. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

The interface quality of an interactive system can be measured through user testing 
when the system is implemented. Nonetheless, the designer must try through the design 
to guarantee such quality. The paper relates commonly discussed usability factors to user 
interface properties which the designer can 'build into' the design specification. This may 
increase the probability that the designed interface will be of high quality when tested 
in practice. But several problems concerning the specification and measurement of the 
properties remain unsolved. 
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Discussion 

Christopher Ahlberg: I am happy when I see people focus on user tasks. You seem to be 
losing the lessons of the last 10 years about the importance of task analysis. 

Gilbert Cockton: No, these defmitions are one level below the task analysis. All of these are 
couched in the context of a task analysis. 

Christopher Ahlberg: You have evaluation on your list of properties. What type of criteria do 
you have in mind to be evaluated. 

Gilbert Cockton: The criteria are: can you evaluate the system for any of the properties? 

Christian Gram: If you want to evaluate the system at design time, you need some sort of 
formal notation in which to couch the evaluation. 

Gilbert Cockton: There are many examples of software systems that cannot be analyzed. For 
example, Word has many dialogue boxes, functions and states and in order to do any sort of 
analysis, you would need to reverse engineer Word and that is effectively impossible. 

Hong-Mei Garcia: In my understanding of your presentation, it seems to me that you 
translated Nielsen's defmition of user interface desirable properties into a list of properties that 
engineers can understand and thus can build these properties into their software before the 
softweare is finished. But I don't see how the formal models can allow the "engineerable" 
properties to guarantee software usability and quality. Are you telling me that there is no better 
way to achieve the goal you stated at the beginning of your talk? 

Christian Gram: Software developers can do something about usability at the design phase if 
they have formal models of the system to be built. We need to have ways of ensuring that the 
software will achieve a measurable amount of the property under discussion. The techniques 
that rve listed here are only to be taken as suggestive. 

Gregory Abowd: Its a good point. My reaction is that the real point to push is that 
measurement requires models and there is a better chance to get to that measurement goal by 
our list than by Nielsen's list. 

Reino Kurki-Suonio: I am a bit puzzled by your analysis of the suitability of different formal 
methods to proving various properties. Consider for instance your statement that state 
machines are suited for reachability properties. However, each state of a state machine is, in 
fact, an equivalence class of states and if the machine had not been designed with the desired 
reachability properties in mind it may even prevent one from proving them. In contrast, 
temporal logic, for instance, allows you to state the desired reachabilty properties more 
flexibility. 

Christian Gram: There is no formal solution to the design problem for FSMs. But some 
formalism could have helped people understand whether the system achieved the desired 
properties. We are not rigid about which formal notation is the most desirable but are merely 
trying to indicate that some formal notation would be useful and helpful. 

Fabio Paterno' I think an important point is to identify the right formal method rather than the 
right formal notation. How to apply a notation in order to capture the specific requirements is 
less important than choosing the right method. 
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Christian Gram: Your are right in the sense that selecting a certain formal method or model 
may restrict your design as to which properties you can achieve at all. 

Pedro Szekely One of the things that made me uncomfortable is the assumption that SW 
engineers should be doing this evaluation job. There are a wide variety of people who should 
be doing this job. 

Gilbert Cockton: It is very easy for the designer to design an interface that is very usable but 
impossible to build. The normal techniques for evaluating usability don't take into account 
whether the interface can be constructed. 

Christian Gram: You get more and more complicated tools to attempt to do evaluation that 
are unusable even by developers. You also get more and more complicated tools to build 
interfaces and these tools should be designed to allow building interfaces having the desired 
properties. 

Christian Gram: WG2.7 is finishing a book about how these ideas can be applied through the 
software architecture of a system in order to achieve properties via the system design. The 
book should be available by the end of the year. 


